Abstract-We investigate speech-coding strategies for brainmachine-interface (BMI) based speech prostheses. We present an articulatory speech-synthesis system using an experimental integrated-circuit vocal tract that models the human vocal tract. Our articulatory silicon vocal tract makes feasible the transmission of low bit-rate speech-coding parameters over a bandwidth-constrained body sensor network (BSN). To the best of our knowledge, this is the first articulatory speechprosthesis system reported to date. We also present a speechprosthesis simulator (SPS) as a means to generate realistic articulatory parameter sequences.
INTRODUCTION
Electrical circuits give an engineering perspective into biology and provide a useful framework to analyze and understand biology. In turn, biology can inspire novel engineering architectures [1] . Circuit models of biology are increasingly being used to shed light on biological systems and to improve performance in engineering systems. For example, complex bio-mechanical systems such as the cochlea, vocal tract, and heart can be modeled using electrical circuits by mapping pressure to voltage, volume velocity to current, and mechanical impedances to electrical impedances. Circuit models of the heart [2] can be used to estimate cardiovascular parameters and provide insight into cardiac and circulatory functions. Cochlea-like models have led to improved processors for hearing in noisy environments [3] and for rapid RF spectrum analysis [4] . In this paper, we present an energy-efficient integrated circuit vocal tract that produces speech in real-time using articulatory speech-coding parameters that require low transmission bandwidth and are thus well suited for use in a body sensor network (BSN).
The loss of the ability to communicate is considered one of the most disabling conditions a person can experience. Perhaps, the most disabling condition is experienced by locked-in syndrome patients who are conscious but cannot move, due to complete paralysis of almost all voluntary muscles. This terrible condition, sometimes referred to as the "buried alive" syndrome, currently has no cure. Restoring the ability to speak would be a major improvement in the lives of these patients. In the past, brain-machine-interfaces (BMIs) have been used to help these patients communicate. BMIs based on electroencephalography (EEG) have been shown to give some sort of communication capability to these patients [5] . Unfortunately, EEG systems use electrodes placed on the scalp to measure neural activity occurring deep inside the brain; as a consequence, the recorded information is noisy. BMIs based on functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) overcome this problem because they can record neural activity occurring deep inside the brain with high spatial resolution [6] . Presently, fMRI systems are large and impractical and cannot create a viable speech prosthesis. Additionally, fMRI measurements are inherently slow, and consequently it is almost impossible to achieve real-time production of speech. Perhaps, in the future, some of these drawbacks can be resolved using other promising and noninvasive techniques such as magnetoencephalography (MEG) and functional near infrared spectroscopy (fNIRS). On the other hand, a more direct, albeit invasive technique that employs electrodes implanted directly in the brain to measure neural activity has shown great promise [7] .
Regardless of the transduction method (e.g., EEG, MEG, fMRI, fNIRS, semi-invasive subdural or cortical neural recordings), brain-activity measurements have to be decoded into features that can control the production of speech. These control signals drive a speech synthesizer, which then generates the intended speech. Together, the brain-activity transducer and decoder form a BMI. The brain-machine interface and the speech synthesizer constitute a BSN suited for people with speech disorders. Figure 1 shows a BSN with the essential components needed to produce speech from intention. The organization of this paper is as follows. In Section II, we study the pros and cons of promising speech-coding strategies that can be used to control the speech synthesizer in a prosthesis. In Section III, we describe a silicon prototype of an analog bionic vocal tract. In Section IV, we present experimental results of speech produced by our silicon vocal tract chip. In Section V, we summarize the contributions of our paper. For example, state-of-the-art BMIs are able to decode only four independent control signals from a monkey's brain for the control of a prosthetic arm [8] . As a result, the speech synthesizer (in the speech-prosthesis system depicted in Figure 1 ) must produce speech in spite of low-dimensional, low-resolution, low-bandwidth, and noisy control signals. In addition, a speech prosthesis should have the following characteristics:
II. CODING STRATEGIES
1) The subject should be able to generate speech as naturally as possible;
2) The subject should be able to learn and control the prosthesis as easily as possible;
3) The synthesized speech should be produced in real time;
4) The synthesized speech should sound as natural as possible;
5) The speech prosthesis should be portable and consequently have low power consumption (i.e., be wearable).
Many strategies can be used to produce speech from transduced brain activity (i.e., from control signals). In particular, it is critical to choose what information has to be learned and used by the subject to drive the speech prosthesis. The subject can control the speech prosthesis using various speech representations or coding strategies. For example, the subject can learn to produce different sounds by controlling the spectral poles, corresponding to speech formants, created by the speech synthesizer. Perhaps the brain is able to learn to use various speech representations to deliver speech; but, given the current limitation of BMIs, some representations are better than others. We discuss the pros and cons of some of the most promising speech representations that can be used.
A. Alphabet
The alphabet (26 letters + space) can be used to compose words and hence, speech. A subject can select the letters of the alphabet in a two-dimensional space, learning to control a cursor position on a screen that displays the alphabet. This approach involves learning to move a cursor with two degrees of freedom. However, if only two states can be reliably selected with the BMI (due to low signal-to-noise ratios), another approach is feasible. This approach involves a computer sequentially asking whether the desired letter is present on the screen; the subject needs only to respond "yes" when the desired letter is shown. Using alphabets to produce speech in this fashion is slow and does not constitute a natural way to speak; but, the production of speech can be easily learned and controlled, and the created sound is natural because a high-quality text-to-speech synthesizer can be used to convert the composed words into speech. This approach works in spite of the limitations of state-of-the-art BMIs and can lead to coding strategies with lowdimensional, low-resolution, low-bandwidth control signals. The 26 letters of the alphabet can be arranged in a twodimensional matrix (6x5). Consequently, two independent control signals with at most six selectable states are required. The low number of control signals and states make this method robust to noise. However, it needs a screen in front of the subject for the selection of the letters, and consequently the prosthesis cannot be totally implanted. The cursor can also be driven from letter to letter by coding the desired direction (e.g., left, right, up, down), making the control more robust but at the same time, even slower.
B. Word
A pre-selected set of words can be used to compose speech. The subject can select the words as in the alphabet case. Here, a word-to-speech synthesizer is required and, since there are more words than letters of the alphabet, the required number of states is increased.
C. Sentence
A pre-selected set of sentences is used to compose speech. The subject can select the sentences as explained in the alphabet case. Here, a sentence-to-speech synthesizer is required and, since there are more possible sentences than words, the required number of states is even larger.
D. Phoneme
A pre-selected set of phonemes is used to compose speech. A subset of the International Phonetic Alphabet (IPA) could be used (e.g., ~40 phonemes plus silence). The subject can select phonemes as in the alphabet case. Here, a phoneme synthesizer is required. The properties of this approach are similar to the alphabet case. However, as phonemes are direct representations of speech sounds, this approach results in more efficient synthesis (after a learning phase) and leads to a more natural way to speak.
E. Formant
Speech signals can be represented by resonances in the frequency spectrum (i.e., formant frequencies). The Klatt formant synthesizer exploits this characteristic [9] , which can also be exploited in a speech prosthesis. The most significant formants (e.g., the first two or three formants) can be used by the subject to compose speech. In addition, we need to control the voiced and unvoiced source amplitude, and, eventually, for more natural speech, we also need to encode the fundamental frequency (pitch). Consequently, this method requires at least 4-6 control variables to encode speech. Note that, unlike the previous cases, the subject directly controls the production of speech in real time: a screen for selecting the parameters is not necessary and the control variables immediately modify the production of the sound. The control signal can be fine-tuned by the user because he is simultaneously listening to the produced speech, and thus enhances robustness to noise. However, the control signal has to be fast. In addition, the formants need to be controlled precisely and are difficult to learn and control. Such a speech prosthesis has been recently reported to produce four vowels (UH, IY, A, OO) [16] . Higher sound quality can be achieved by also encoding the bandwidth of each formant: at least 6-9 control variables are required. However, formant synthesizers (e.g., [9] ) require abrupt changes in the control signals to produce vowel-consonant transitions, which impose impractical bandwidth requirements for current state-of-the-art BMIs. As described in the alphabet case, coding the formant trajectory instead of the absolute formant position improves robustness to noise but makes the system unacceptably slow.
F. Filter coefficients
The subject could learn to generate speech driving a set of control variables corresponding to filter coefficients. The resulting filter is used to filter white noise and/or a glottal signal in order to produce speech signals. This technique of encoding speech has been successfully used in LPC synthesizers, but learning to use filter coefficients is extremely hard and, at the same time, a large set of independent and very precise control variables is required. Consequently, although this technique has been used in digital speech synthesis with some success, it cannot easily be used in a speech prosthesis.
G. Frequency spectrum
It has been proven that a user, after a year of training, is able to generate intelligible speech using a machine with a keyboard and a foot pedal [10] . This machine is known as the Voder. The frequency spectrum of speech is divided into ten frequency bands, each of which is associated with a key. Six additional keys and a foot pedal control other aspects of the speech production (e.g., loudness of voice, pitch). In the same manner, intelligible speech can be generated by a speech prosthesis when the keys and the foot pedal are substituted by control variables measured in the brain. In this case, 17 independent variables are needed, making the method highly impractical for current state-of-the-art BMIs.
H. Articulatory parameters
A subject could, we suggest, learn to generate speech by driving a set of control variables corresponding to vocal-tract articulation. A detailed physiological model of the human vocal tract and a set of control variables, which correspond to the nerves that stimulate the muscles that configure the vocal tract, can be used to generate speech. In order to more efficiently represent the salient features of vocal-tract movements, we can project the high-dimensional control space of the human vocal tract (i.e., the vocal tract shape) into a smaller compressed space that is composed of the principal articulators. This is achieved using an articulatory model. For example, the Maeda articulatory model [11] reduces the high dimensionality of the control variable space to only seven parameters that represent principal articulators, i.e., the articulatory model consolidates a large quantity of muscle actions in a few macro movements. Such reduced dimensionality of control signals is advantageous in a speech prosthesis.
In addition, the use of a speech-production model simplifies control of the speech because the complexity of the speech signals is subsumed under the model. Only the driving parameters of a speech-production model need to be decoded by the BMI: the spectral details are automatically generated by the speech-production model, and can be adapted to the parameters of a specific talker. The model intrinsically contains the following information that does not need to be decoded by the BMI: 1) Vocal tract dimensions (e.g., overall length and cross-sectional areas along the entire vocal tract);
2) Velum position; A vocal-tract model, controlled with articulatory parameters, constrains the synthesized sounds to all and only the speech signals of a specific talker using an efficient representation. This approach is similar to musiccompression techniques where only musical gestures of the player are encoded and the sounds are reproduced by a model of the musical instrument. Here, a vocal-tract synthesizer including an articulatory model is needed to produce speech. For example, we can drive the synthesizer using seven articulatory control variables with five states each (to control the Maeda model), one fundamentalfrequency control variable with five states (to control the speech pitch contour), one noise amplitude-control variable with five states (to control the amplitude of an unvoiced noise source), and one glottal-amplitude control variable with five states (to control the amplitude of a voiced source).
Moreover, using a vocal-tract model to produce speech, instead of a formant synthesizer, an LPC synthesizer, or a Voder, provides advantages that are beyond the reduction of information previously mentioned. For example, the speech formants (including the higher-order ones), which contain the most important characteristics of the speech, are automatically generated by vocal-tract resonances, leading to relatively high quality and natural sounds. Another extremely important property is that the articulatory parameters are linearly interpolable [13] ; as a consequence, the transition between speech sounds does not require frequent abrupt transitions in the articulatory control signals, which are necessary with other synthesizers and are not realistically achievable with current state-of-the-art BMIs. In addition, linearly interpolable control variables make the learning process easy because from phoneme to phoneme, the control-variable sequence is just a linear interpolation. This is not true in all representations. For example, with LPC synthesis, each transition has to be carefully learned because a simple interpolation can generate unrealistic sounds and even unstable filters. Learning to control the vocal tract with articulatory parameters mimics how infants learn to speak. A "babbling" phase, where the user randomly tries to generate all the possible sounds, is necessary. Subsequently, all the learned "babbles" are easily connected into words.
Compared with LPC synthesis, where the control parameters are known to be very sensitive to small perturbations, speech synthesis based on articulatory parameters is more robust to noise. In addition, fast changes in the speech spectrum can be obtained from multiple slow changes of the control variables (distributed control)-an important feature when relying on signals acquired by a BMI. Figure 2 shows our circuit model of the human vocal tract: it is represented as a spatially varying acoustic tube using a transmission-line model that comprises a cascade of tunable two-port elements, corresponding to a concatenation of short cylindrical acoustic tubes (each of length l) with varying cross sections. Each two-port is an electrical equivalent of an LC π-circuit element where the series inductance L and the shunt capacitance C may be controlled by physiological parameters corresponding to articulatory movement (i.e., movement of the tongue, jaw, lips, etc). Speech is produced by controlled variations of the crosssectional areas along the tube in conjunction with the application of one or two sources of excitation: (a) a periodic source at the glottis and/or (b) a turbulent noise source P turb at some point along the tube. In Figure 2 , the glottal source is represented by a voltage source P alv connected in series with a variable source impedance Z GC that is modulated by a glottal oscillator. We use a circuit model of the glottis that comprises a linear ( I V ∝ ) and nonlinear resistance ( I V ∝ ) connected in series to represent losses occurring at the glottis due to laminar and turbulent flow, respectively. The turbulent source P turb has a source impedance comprising the constriction impedance Z SGC . The location of P turb is variable, depending on the constriction location. A combination of linear and nonlinear resistances is used to approximate the losses associated to laminar or turbulent flow occurring at the glottal and supraglottal constrictions in the vocal tract. An integrated -circuit implementation of such electronically tunable MOS resistors is described in [14] . Such electrical circuit models are consistent with the equations in [12] .
III. ANALOG BIONIC VOCAL TRACT
The transmission lines corresponding to the oral and nasal tracts are terminated at the lips and nose by radiation impedances Z rad and Z' rad . Radiated sound pressures P rad and P' rad are proportional to the time derivative of the currents flowing in Z rad and Z' rad , respectively. The integrated circuit vocal tract is described in detail in [15] . In its first instantiation, for simplicity, the electronic vocal tract only implements the pharyngeal and oral tracts. 
IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
Our silicon vocal tract has been fabricated in a 1.5μm AMI CMOS process. The silicon vocal tract is composed of a cascade of 16 tunable two-port π-sections, each representing a uniform tube of adjustable length. The chip consumes less than 275μW of power when operated with a 5V power supply. Figure 3 depicts the motor-domain 'articulogram'-analogous to the spectrogram in the auditory domain-as a vector time series of articulatory parameters. The articulogram in our experiment is produced by a speech locked loop (SLL) [15] which models the human auditory perception and speech production system. With a target sound, the SLL generates a sequence of articulatory parameters similar to what is extracted by the BMI from the brain activity of the subject. In this manner, the SLL acts as a speech-prosthesis simulator (SPS), which is a very useful tool for preliminary speech-prosthesis experiments when reliable BMI data are not yet available. The extracted articulogram is used to derive the vocal-tract profile that drives the silicon vocal tract to produce speech. Figure 4 shows the 'vocalogram', a 3D plot of the vocal tract profile as a function of time, of the word "Massachusetts." The length of each section of the silicon vocal tract was adjusted such that the total length corresponds to a female vocal tract. The synthesized speech waveforms correspond to voltage waveforms obtained at the output P rad of Figure 2 . The spectrogram of the synthesized speech obtained using the articulogram of Figure 3 is shown in Figure 5 . Regions in red indicate the presence of high-intensity frequency components whereas regions in blue indicate low intensity. Figure 6 depicts the spectrogram of a recording of the female voice saying the word "Massachusetts" used to extract the articulogram of Figure 3 by the SPS. The original recording was low-pass filtered at 5.5kHz. Comparing the spectrograms shown in Figure 5 and Figure  6 , it is evident that the principal formants and the trajectories are well matched. It is also evident that highfrequency speech components that were missing in Figure  6 were restored by the silicon vocal tract in Figure 5 . This effect is attributed to the inherent property of our silicon vocal tract to synthesize all and only speech signals and thus provides high-quality speech even with the compressed articulatory parameter representation.
V. CONCLUSIONS
We discussed the pros and cons of various speechcoding strategies for a speech prosthesis. Our analysis shows that, in the context of a BMI-enabled speech prosthesis, coding speech with articulatory parameters is the most efficient and robust strategy. We also presented an experimental integrated-circuit vocal tract that can be used for articulatory synthesis. The silicon vocal tract consumes only 275μW and can be integrated in an implantable/wearable BSN. We demonstrated the functionality of our system using a speech-prosthesis simulator, which is able to produce articulograms from audio recordings. We showed examples of words synthesized by our prototype. The quality of the produced speech is higher than what is needed for a normal conversation.
